Internet Treasure Hunt

Find the following information using a search engine. When you find the information write down the WWW address of the site and your answer.

1. What does Meerkat mean in the South African language Afrikaans?
   (www.zoo-keeper.co.uk)

2. What does the brain look like? (Print one picture)
   (www.ajkids.com)

3. What is the address of the tourist information centre in Rochdale?

4. How long is a Martian year?
   (Try typing in NASA)

5. What is the name of the new Harry Potter book?
   How much does it cost?
   When was it published?
   (www.amazon.co.uk)

6. Who wrote Aquila?
   Who are the main two characters?

7. Find some song lyrics.

8. Which drivers are in the Williams Formula 1 team?
   (Try ITV Sport)

9. Find an interesting site of your choice; make up a question from the information. Make a note of the WWW.address. We will use it to test the rest of the class!